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A MESSAGE TO OUR STAKEHOLDERS  

We're often reminded of what can be accomplished by a group when common 
objectives are articulated, embraced, and executed—2017 was that kind of year 
for EA, and with this Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Report, we reflect on 
our achievements.  Once again, we combine our required Public Benefit 
Corporation (PBC) Statement with a CSR Report developed in accordance with 
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards to provide our stakeholders with 
a single, integrated report. 

From a performance standpoint, EA’s employee valuation increased for the 
13th straight year, rising 13.4% from its 2016 value.  EA’s headcount rose 
3% surpassing 500 as we continued to grow, opening new commercial office 
space in northern California and expanding existing space on Maryland’s Eastern 
Shore.  We continued to add talented staff, improving access to clients in 
Montana, Florida, and Arizona to support expanding geographic client needs and 
service offerings.  In 2017, we also secured several long-term contracts with 
government agencies and commercial clients that position EA for continued 
growth. 

In many respects, 2017 was all about our stakeholders (shouldn’t it always be!).  
In February, we completed our materiality analysis to define material aspects for 
reporting and align strategic planning.  Through the lens of materiality, we 
emphasized constructive dialogue both internally with employee stakeholders, 
but also externally with client, advocacy, and charitable organizations that we 
highlight throughout this report.  The experience was enlightening and has 
helped us forge a path into the future. 

Internal stakeholder engagement was assessed through Gallup surveys 
that showed marked improvement from prior years, as well as Servant Leadership 
surveys to assess employee behaviors and gather leadership feedback.  We 
launched Supervisor Training, building on the success of our long-established 
Project Manager Training, which integrated aspects of our Core Values. 

External stakeholder engagement included continued emphasis on active 
participation, contribution, and leadership in prominent technical and advocacy 

organizations.  Our involvement in these organizations serves two purposes:  (1) to strengthen our 
technical depth while advocating the state of science, engineering, and technology within the 
environmental sector; and (2) to advance understanding and promote benefits of our unique socially-
committed, employee-owned, for profit structure as a PBC.  EA’s transformation to a 100% employee-
owned PBC, the largest firm of this structure in the environmental space, was captured by an academic 
researcher and published in August 2017—the first of many papers we hope to share on our journey.  
Recognition from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as Small Business Contractor of the 
Year—EA’s second such award in the past 8 years—further exemplifies our client-focused approach. 

We thank our employees, clients, industry partners, and other stakeholders for their continued 
support, and look forward to celebrating 2018—our Decade of Sustainability.  

Ian MacFarlane 
President and  
Chief Executive Officer 

Michael Battle 
Executive Vice President and 
Chief Operating Officer 

Brian Lesinski 
Senior Vice President and  
Director, Corporate Social 
Responsibility 
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PUBLIC BENEFIT STATEMENT 

In accordance with Delaware Code Title 8, Subchapter XV1 and as a Delaware-registered PBC, EA is 
required to report on the promotion of our public benefits at least biennially to our stakeholders. This 
annual CSR Report meets the requirements of Delaware Code Title 8, Subchapter XV by reporting EA’s 
objectives and standards adopted by EA to support the achievement of our public benefits.  Progress 
toward each objective is discussed with accompanying details relative to actions undertaken during the 
2017 reporting year.  

EA has elected to utilize a third-party voluntary standard, the GRI Standards2, to report on the 
promotion of our public benefits.  This is EA’s third integrated PBC Statement/GRI-based CSR Report.   

GLOBAL REPORTING INITIATIVE FRAMEWORK 

GRI is an internationally recognized sustainability reporting methodology.  This PBC Statement/CSR 
Report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI Standards:  Core option.  

This report contains GRI disclosures, as well as EA-specific performance measures, based on material 
topics and associated disclosures that fall into four Standard-Specific Disclosure categories: 

 GRI 200:  Economic Standards—Disclosures related to EA’s economic impact 
 GRI 300:  Environmental Standards—Disclosures associated with EA’s company-wide 

operations, both internal and external (i.e., direct client/project work) 
 GRI 400:  Social Standards—Disclosures related to EA’s societal impacts 
 EA-specific topics not covered by the GRI Standards. 

A full list of EA’s General Disclosures and Standard-Specific Disclosures with a crosswalk to associated 
report sections is provided as APPENDIX A:  GRI STANDARDS INDEX.  This index replaces the previously 
utilized Sustainability Performance Indicators (GRI Scorecard) included in past reports. 

 

 

  

                                                            
1 Delaware Code Title 8 Corporations, Chapter 1. General Corporation Law; Subchapter XV. Public Benefit Corporations. §§361 to 368. 
2 GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards:  https://www.globalreporting.org/standards (published 2016). 
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WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO

EA PROVIDES ENVIRONMENTAL, COMPLIANCE, NATURAL RESOURCES, AND INFRASTRUCTURE ENGINEERING
AND MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS TO A WIDE RANGE OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR CLIENTS.
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WHO WE ARE AND WHAT WE DO 

AN INTRODUCTION TO EA  

Headquartered in Hunt Valley, Maryland, EA 
Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc., PBC 
(EA) provides consulting, engineering, and 
technology solutions to a wide range of public 
and private sector clients.  During the reporting 
period (calendar year [CY] 2017), EA employed 
over 500 professionals through a network of 25 
commercial offices across the continental United 
States, as well as Alaska, Hawaii, and Guam.  In 
business since 1973, EA has earned a reputation 
for outstanding technical expertise, responsive 
service, and judicious use of client resources.   

As a 100% employee-owned company, the economic power generated by EA is fully dedicated to 
growing the company, developing exceptional client service and quality, and building the retirement 
benefits of its employees.  EA’s gross revenue for CY 2017 was more than $146 million (M), and had 
approximately $56M in labor expenses (i.e., salary and wages).  EA’s consolidated financial statements 
do not include any entities (e.g., subsidiaries, etc.) other than EA. 
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EA is also a Delaware-registered Public Benefit Corporation (PBC), a class of for-profit corporations 
producing tangible public benefits while operating in a socially responsible and sustainable manner.  
Additional details on EA’s PBC structure can be found in the PBC FRAMEWORK AND CSR PROGRAM 
section (page 8) of this report. 

EA’s 100% employee-owned PBC structure was conceived and implemented in 2014 to enhance EA’s 
long-term sustainability, positioning EA as a “first-mover” among major national environmental 
companies.  By putting the company at the forefront of an emerging and dynamic market shift toward a 
socially responsible and sustainable business model, the PBC model further advances EA’s distinctive 
culture and mission, while enhancing the value created for its employees, clients, communities, and the 
environment.  EA’s PBC status is in alignment with the company’s environmental mission, our 
employees’ interest in supporting their communities, and EA’s commitment to Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR).   

COMPANY PROFILE 

EA provides environmental, compliance, natural resources, and infrastructure engineering and 
management solutions to a wide range of public and private sector clients including federal, state, and 
local municipal government agencies; private sector clients from various sectors including energy, 
transportation, industrial/manufacturing, construction, etc.; colleges and universities; non-government 
organizations; and others.  EA has sustained an outstanding reputation for our expertise, responsive 
service, and judicious use of client resources.  We offer interdisciplinary project teams experienced 
across regulatory, political, geographic, and technical frameworks, all trained to adhere to our well-
established and integrated quality and safety programs. 

With origins in the water resources industry, EA has maintained a National Environmental Laboratory 
Accreditation Conference (NELAC)-accredited in-house ecotoxicology and biology laboratory since 
1981.  The Ecotoxicology Laboratory, located in Hunt Valley, Maryland, has conducted more than 
33,000 toxicity tests for a diverse client base since its inception.  The laboratory offers a full complement 
of aquatic and terrestrial toxicity tests that can be performed in either the Hunt Valley laboratory 
facility or onsite.  Combined with NELAC accreditation, the laboratory is certified in Kansas, Texas, 
Utah, Virginia, and West Virginia, and is a formally recognized toxicology laboratory in numerous 
states that do not have formal certification programs.  EA also maintains smaller biological laboratories 
in Deerfield, Illinois and Lincoln, Nebraska.  

While EA is predominantly a United States-based services provider, we work wherever client needs 
require.  In 2017, we executed work in all 50 states and the District of Columbia as well as U.S. 
territories and commonwealths such as Puerto Rico, Guam, the U.S. Virgin Islands, the Northern 
Mariana Islands, Wake Island, and Johnston Atoll.  Additionally, we provided services internationally 
in Canada, Belgium, Finland, Italy, the Republic of the Marshall Islands, the Netherlands, Portugal, 
South Korea, Turkey, and the United Kingdom. 

GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE AND COMMITTEES 

EA’s Board of Directors (Board) is responsible for overseeing management of the company including 
economic, environmental, and social disclosures.  The seven-member Board meets on a quarterly basis 
to discuss EA’s financial performance, business strategy, risk management, compliance, ownership, and 
PBC initiatives.  EA has a designated Director of CSR who reports to EA’s President/Chief Executive 
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Officer (CEO) and communicates with the PBC Committee and Board.  The Director of CSR provides 
technical direction and oversight for EA’s reporting on CSR initiatives and programs, in alignment with 
EA’s PBC charter. 

EA’s Board-designated PBC Committee is responsible for ensuring that public benefit aspects of EA’s 
company charter are achieved.  The PBC Committee includes four EA Board Members as well as three 
additional corporate officers tasked to set 
strategy and serve as a sounding board for 
future initiatives.  The PBC Committee 
meets bi-monthly and reports to the Board.  

In 2017, EA’s Board of Directors and 
Corporate Officers consisted of 31 
individuals.  Diversity demographics are 
provided to the right. 

RISK MANAGEMENT 

EA provides professional consulting, engineering, and technology services to its clients—we do not 
develop or manufacture products.  However, as a company focused on improving the quality of the 
environment, we actively utilize tenets of the Precautionary Principle3 in our service delivery through 
risk assessment, modeling, testing, and analysis—OUR PRODUCT IS AN INFORMED CLIENT!   

Specific examples of our contributions to clients using precautionary approaches include emerging 
contaminants research (see inset below); pre-market or pre-activity testing of new products; testing of 
water and sediment in our ecotoxicology laboratory; alternatives analysis of proposed actions through 
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

                                                            
3 United Nations (UN) Declaration, The Rio Declaration on Environment and Development of 1992, Principal 15:  “In order to protect the 
environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by States according to their capabilities.  Where there are threats of 
serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to 
prevent environmental degradation.” 
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Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) process; pollution prevention assessments to reduce and 
minimize waste; environmental health and safety (H&S) auditing; and staff technical leadership and 
contributions to industry organizations developing regulations. 

Operationally, EA’s risk management approach is prudent and well-conceived.  Holistically, our risk 
management approach employs multiple layers of protection, including setting policies, developing 
supporting standard procedures and guidance, professional training, and audits and reviews.  Our  
in-place financial, quality, and safety management systems are based on leading business practices  
and standards. 

SIGNIFICANT CHANGES AND RESTATEMENT OF INFORMATION 

There were no significant changes to EA’s size, structure, ownership, or supply chain during the 2017 
reporting period.   

2016 Report Restatement—As part of EA’s 2017 Supply Chain analysis, some general ledger (G/L) 
codes were reevaluated to better capture reporting associated with direct and indirect project costs.  
This reorganization primarily impacted Health and Safety, and Employee Benefits and Incentives 
categories, as costs associated with employee health benefits (e.g., insurance) were moved.  To ensure  
an accurate comparison of data across years, EA reevaluated 2016 supply chain expenditures to  
organize data consistently with revised categories.  The graphic below illustrates the restated 2016 
supply chain data. 

  



HEALTH AND SAFETY

SEDIMENT SAMPLING AND RISK
ASSESSMENT WITHIN THE UPPER
REACHES OF THE HUDSON RIVER FOR
THE NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY 

Every EA employee is involved in our safety program—the safety of our employees, joint venture 
partners, subcontractors, clients, and communities continues to be our first priority.  Our Safety 
Management System (SMS) is led by our Corporate H&S Director, and supported by a network of 
Regional H&S Coordinators.  Each office has at least one designated H&S Coordinator responsible for 
disseminating general safety information, assisting with annual reporting, and communicating lessons 
learned.  These coordinators facilitate our safety culture, directly involving workers in driving the 
improvement of occupational H&S in the workplace.  Elements of EA’s SMS are illustrated below: 

When it comes to EA’s safety record, we are proud to be below average!  EA’S EXPERIENCE 
MODIFICATION RATE (EMR) HAS REMAINED BELOW THE INDUSTRY BENCHMARK OF 1.0 FOR A 
12-YEAR PERIOD.  Further, EA maintains an annual Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(OSHA) Recordable Incident Rate (RIR) well below the industry average of 3.14 for our primary North 
American Industry Classification System (NAICS) Code of 562910 (Environmental Remediation 
Services, Less than 750 Employees) as reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.   

EA’s safety statistics and National Safety Council awards reflect our continued commitment to EA’s 
safety culture.  This commitment is emphasized during monthly calls between EA’s Corporate H&S 
Director, senior management representatives, and EA’s network of 30 regional/office H&S 
Coordinators.  These joint management-worker safety calls involve more than 49 EA employees, 
representing approximately 10% of EA’s CY 2017 workforce with approximately half of those involved 
participating on any given call.  EA’s 2017 safety statistics are provided on the following page.  During 
CY 2017, EA had no lost time incidents during execution of more than 1,000,000 hours worked. 

                                                            
4 Based on 2016 data available on OSHA RIR from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS); 2017 BLS data will not available until October 
2018.  
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GOVERNANCE AND SAFETY CULTURE 

Maintaining an outstanding safety culture takes time, dedication, and commitment.  EA’s leadership 
invests and is actively involved in continually improving our SMS.  EA’s Corporate H&S Director 
reports directly to EA’s President/CEO and oversees our OSHA programs and reporting requirements, 
including medical monitoring and training; incident and accident reports; review of design documents 
and work plans for H&S impacts; and development and implementation of H&S plans for specific 
programs, contracts, and projects.  Near misses are valued as opportunities for improvement and all 
meetings, both internal and external, start with a weekly safety/quality/core values reflection.  At the 
end of each CY, EA’s Corporate H&S Director reviews safety indicators to identify trends to improve 
our SMS through lessons learned and corrective actions, as needed.  The information is also used to 
identify areas where additional safety training or refreshers may need to be implemented. 

TYPICAL AND SPECIALIZED SAFETY TRAINING 

In 2017, EA personnel completed more than 1,000 hours of H&S training to maintain safety credentials, 
meet project and client-specific safety requirements, and ensure understanding of state-of-the-industry 
safety considerations.  Training completed included: 

 OSHA 40-Hour Hazardous Waste Operations and 
Emergency Response (HAZWOPER) Training 
and annual 8-Hour Refreshers 

 OSHA 30-Hour and 10-Hour Construction Safety  
 OSHA 8-Hour Supervisor Training 
 Confined Space Entry 
 eRailSafe and Railway Contractor Safety 
 CPR/First Aid and Bloodborne Pathogens 
 Fire Safety 
 Marine/Boat Safety. 
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EA staff also require specialized training to support client needs, ranging from radiation safety training 
at nuclear power facilities; Maintenance-of-Way and Roadway Worker Protection training for railroad 
clients; and Mine Safety and Health Administration training for work in the mining and aggregate 
industry sectors. 

THIRD-PARTY SAFETY AND COMPLIANCE REVIEWS 

We continue to experience an increased reliance by our clients on third-party supplier management 
services (e.g., ISNetworld, BROWZ, etc.).  EA is an active member of several supplier management 
programs that require annual reporting and continual improvement in SMS performance.  Over the 
reporting period, EA maintained compliant and/or top quartile performance ratings for all supplier 
management programs in which we participate5.  

SAFETY PERFORMANCE RECOGNITION 

In 2017, the National Safety Council (www.nsc.org) again recognized EA 
with an Occupational Excellence Achievement Award for low lost time 
injury rate (based on 2016 CY safety data).  Based on self-reported data, 
member companies are eligible for the award if their lost workday case 
incident is less than or equal to 50% of the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ 
rating for their primary NAICS code for the previous CY and there were 
zero fatalities. 

 

 

                                                            
5 For more information on the supplier management programs in which EA participates, visit:  https://www.browz.com/en/, 
https://www.isnetworld.com, and https://www.avetta.com. 



PBC FRAMEWORK AND CSR PROGRAM

EA’S STATE-OF-THE-ART ECOTOXICOLOGY LABORATORY IS CERTIFIED THROUGH THE
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LABORATORY ACCREDITATION CONFERENCE (NELAC).
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PBC FRAMEWORK AND CSR PROGRAM 

EA is a Delaware PBC, a class of corporation designed 
to enable for-profit corporations to produce tangible 
public benefits while operating in a responsible and 
sustainable manner.  PBCs follow a social enterprise 
model balancing interests of all stakeholders (e.g., 
shareholders, employee-owners, clients, local 
communities, the general public, etc.) with the 
company’s own pecuniary interests.   

This “balance” results in the promotion and 
achievement of public benefits, explicitly stated in EA’s 
Company Charter (inset box, right).  Building on our 
sustainability foundation, EA’s PBC Framework and 
associated CSR Program establish general public 
benefits that we strive to promote through day-to-day 
client project work, as well as by encouraging 
employees to support communities where we live and work in an environmentally responsible manner.  
As a PBC, EA is differentiated from our peers as a “first-mover” among national environmental 
consultancies as a 100% employee-owned PBC.  EA IS THE LARGEST 100% EMPLOYEE-OWNED PBC 
IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL SPACE.  

Our PBC framework and CSR Program are realized through three pillars built on—and firmly 
supported by—the foundation of our long-standing sustainability program. 

 

From EA’s Company Charter:   
“…the specific public benefits to be 
promoted by the Corporation are to  

(i) reduce human and ecological risks 
associated with environmental degradation 
and natural resources impairment, and (ii) 

improve air, water, soil, and sediment 
quality.  The Corporation will achieve these 

specific public benefits by focusing 
exclusively on the delivery of professional 

environmental services; and by encouraging 
its employees to support the communities in 

which we live and the clients that we serve 
in an environmentally responsible manner.” 
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EA’s PBC hierarchy, illustrated below, defines the interrelationships of each framework level and the 
resultant outputs used for reporting. 

  



PBC REPORTING AND OVERVIEW OF ASSESSMENT STANDARD

SUPPORTING REMOTE INVESTIGATIONS AND
ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES IN ALASKA FOR MULTIPLE
CLIENTS.
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PBC REPORTING AND OVERVIEW OF ASSESSMENT STANDARD  

This CSR Report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI Standards: Core option.  A full list 
of EA’s General Disclosures and Standard-Specific Disclosures with a crosswalk to associated report 
sections is provided as APPENDIX A:  GRI STANDARDS INDEX.   

2017 MATERIALITY ANALYSIS 

EA uses materiality principles to define those specific material topics relevant to EA and our 
stakeholders.  We have defined material topics through internal focus groups, surveys, benchmarking, 
and external assessment to focus our CSR assessment and reporting processes.  The material topics, 
reflected in our PBC objectives and targets, include: 

 EA Economic Value Generated 
 H&S 
 Transparency 
 Quality 
 Employee Engagement 
 Talent Management 
 Material Source and Usage  

 Procurement 
 Supply Chain 

Management/Diversity 
 Stakeholder Engagement  
 Travel and Commuting 
 Waste Generation and Disposition 
 Ecosystem/Environmental Quality. 

In February 2017, EA completed its first formal 
Materiality Analysis with more than 20 participants 
representing all of EA’s operating units and corporate 
departments.  The 0.5–day workshop was facilitated by 
EA’s Director of CSR and included a review of material 
aspects, discussion of industry benchmarking data, and 
stakeholder engagement feedback.  The workshop 
culminated in the development of a materiality matrix. 

Prior to the workshop, information was summarized 
and presented to a cross-organizational team for 
discussion.  From these discussions, candidate material aspects were defined and discussed in detail 
during the materiality analysis.  Material aspects were evaluated using a two-by-two matrix, plotting the 
relative importance to stakeholders and importance to EA.  By evaluating these two perspectives, 
participants were able to graphically prioritize material aspects.  Using the matrix, material aspects in 
the upper right quadrant were considered the highest importance to both EA and its stakeholders.  The 
process itself prompted robust discussions providing broad perspectives from across the company—in 
the future, EA hopes to expand involvement in the process to include more employees, customers, and 
key suppliers. 

EA’s 2017 Materiality Matrix is illustrated on the next page.  The analysis validated the informal 
material aspects analysis presented in prior sustainability reports.  The analysis also identified aspects 
that may be more highly valued by both EA and external stakeholders (e.g., brand reputation,  
technical expertise/leadership, supply chain composition, etc.) versus those primarily of value to EA 
(e.g., transportation, materials use, etc.). 
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EA’S 2017 MATERIALITY MATRIX 
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IDENTIFYING STAKEHOLDERS AND STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

As a stakeholder-focused company, EA has long valued and encouraged stakeholder dialogue to 
help shape our programs and services.  Stakeholder dialogue is critical to our success, and we 
value this open dialogue.  For this report, EA reached out to three stakeholders representing 
each of our PBC pillars asking them to provide insight into how EA’s activities have impacted 
their organizations.  Feedback was obtained from: 

 Baltimore Center for Green Careers – Pillar I:  Professional Involvement (page 39), 
 Keep Lewisville Beautiful – Pillar II:  Community Support (page 45), and 
 Water For People – Pillar III:  Charitable Giving (page 49).  

These Stakeholder Insights are presented throughout the report to correspond to a particular 
PBC pillar.  These relationships have helped EA shape how our programs and services deliver 
our public benefits. 

THIRD-PARTY EVALUATION OF CSR PROGRAM – ECOVADIS 

In an effort to continually improve our performance and meet buyer 
requirements, EA participates in periodic third-party CSR reviews by 
EcoVadis (http://www.ecovadis.com).  EcoVadis operates a collaborative 
platform providing Supplier Sustainability Ratings for global supply 
chains assessing the environmental, economic, and social performance of 
suppliers using a CSR assessment methodology built on international CSR standards including 
GRI, the UN Global Compact, and ISO 26000.  EA’s assessment covered 21 CSR criteria and 39 
specific CSR elements, organized under four main themes:  environment, labor practices and 
human rights, fair business practices/business ethics, and sustainable procurement.   

For our 2016 CSR re-assessment, EA received a score of 59 out of 100, placing it in the top 13% 
of its classification group (International Standard Industry Classification Category 71 
– Architectural and Engineering Activities, Technical Testing & Analysis); the average group 
score was 42.  EA received a “Silver” rating, which places EA in the “Confirmed” category for 
CSR performance and is summarized as “structured and proactive CSR approach, policies, and 
tangible actions on major topics, and basic reporting on actions or performance indicators.”  

EA did not complete a reassessment in 2017; rather, we continued to implement actions initiated 
in 2016 to enhance the overall impact of the program and better align with GRI Core 
requirements.  Actions included benchmarking and evaluation of other voluntary commitments.  
EA’s next EcoVadis reassessment is anticipated in July 2018. 

EVALUATION OF VOLUNTARY COMMITMENTS 

To date, EA’s late 2014 transformation to a 100% employee-owned PBC is our most important 
voluntary commitment.  We evaluate other voluntary commitments (e.g., ISO certification) on a 
case-by-case basis; our profile as a United States-based company in part dictates our level of 
participation and support to voluntary commitments that are generally international in reach 
and scope.   
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Through our materiality analysis process, we have defined our material topics, stakeholders, and 
disclosures.  Using this information, we have integrated commitments to select UN Global 
Compact Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) into our PBC/CSR targets and GRI Standards 
disclosures.  The UN Global Compact promotes responsible corporate citizenship and a 
collaborative approach to forging a more sustainable and inclusive global economy.   

While EA’s existing commitments align with 13 of 16 UN Global Compact’s SDGs developed 
under Agenda 2030, we have chosen to focus our 2017 reporting on the following SDGs as they 
are most directly tied to EA’s public benefits and PBC Framework: 

 

Additional SDGs associated with EA’s materiality and reporting are mapped to applicable GRI 
disclosures in the crosswalk provided on page 15.  EA addresses the SDGs and GRI disclosures 
throughout this CSR Report as well as our annual Carbon Footprint Report.

EA supports the SDGs. 
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SPECIFIC BENEFITS OF EA’S CSR PROGRAM

MUNITIONS RESPONSE SERVICES AT
YUMA PROVING GROUND, ARIZONA FOR
U.S. ARMY ENVIRONMENTAL COMMAND.
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SPECIFIC PUBLIC BENEFITS OF EA’S CSR PROGRAM 

PBC REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

PBC entities operate in a transparent manner, and are required to report to stakeholders about 
their specific public benefits.  This is EA’s third CSR Report; previous reports covered reporting 
years 2014-2015 (published December 2016) and 2016 (published December 2017).  In 2017, 
EA’s management committed to annual reporting. 

EA’s specific public benefits are realized through our PBC pillars (PBC FRAMEWORK AND CSR 
PROGRAM, page 8).  We track and report PBC performance through a combination of EA-
specific and GRI Disclosures.  EA annually develops and reviews PBC objectives and targets 
designed to track the specific public benefits articulated by our company charter.  Annual 
reporting allows us to better monitor and document our materiality, processes, and, where 
necessary, identify areas for improvement and move quickly toward performance improvement.   

EA’s CSR Report/PBC Statement for 2014-2015 set preliminary CY goals for a 2-year reporting 
period (i.e., 2016-2017); however, EA has since transitioned to annual reporting. Therefore, 
progress toward targets below is for CY 2017 and builds on progress achieved during the 2016 
reporting period.  EA has not established specific numeric (e.g., percentage or volume) targets 
for all objectives; rather, targets are developed and/or modified in part through materiality 
analysis; stakeholder engagement; and, as needed, during reporting years.  Progress toward each 
target is discussed below with details relative to actions undertaken in 2017.  

FORMAL ALIGNMENT AND COMMUNICATION OF 100% EMPLOYEE-OWNED, DELAWARE PBC 

OBJECTIVE ONGOING 

EA is committed to furthering industry awareness of the PBC business model.  To this extent, 
we have continued to work with an independent researcher, Nancy Kurland, Ph.D. to 
communicate our transformational business journey as the largest 100% all environmental 
employee-owned PBC in the environmental consulting space.  As a first-mover in this space, we 
are proud to be a case study.  Dr. Kurland is the Associate Professor of Organization Studies at 
Franklin & Marshall College. 

Dr. Kurland’s first paper, Accountability and the Public Benefit Corporation, was published in 
the July-August 2017 edition of Business Horizons6.  The paper examines EA’s “internal 
commitment to self-awareness, learning, and measurement” as it relates to our accountability to 
deliver the public benefits described in our PBC Company Charter. Information analyzed  
(e.g., EA’s PBC Framework, existing sustainability commitments, and engagement efforts)  
seeks to rebuff the criticism that benefit corporations (i.e., PBCs and Certified B-Corps) cannot 
be held accountable for achieving their respective public benefits.  Dr. Kurland concluded  
that “…clearly articulated and measurable goals that are communicated…” across the company  
and that are developed through participation of all employees, rather than simply directed  
by top levels of management, “…enables a company to hold itself accountable to its stated  
public good.” 

                                                            
6   The full paper can be downloaded from:  https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0007681317300332.  
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During the reporting year, Dr. Kurland prepared a second manuscript that analyzes the 
synergies between employee-owned corporations and PBCs, once again using EA as a case study.  
The working paper has been accepted by the California Management Review for publication in 
2018.  A third manuscript, also drafted in 2017, is currently undergoing peer review. 

In addition to Dr. Kurland’s research, EA senior managers continued to be active participants in 
organizations such as The Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP) Association, Academy of 
Management, etc. where involvement can be leveraged to effectively communicate and advocate 
for the growing ESOP (i.e., employee-owned) and PBC communities.  As an example, in 2017 
EA’s CEO and Chief Financial Officer (CFO) participated in the National Center for Employee 
Ownership’s annual conference as part of a panel discussion entitled Is Benefit Corporation 
Adoption Right for My Company? 

TRANSITION CSR REPORTING FROM GRI G3 TO G4 

OBJECTIVE FULLY MET 

EA’s 2017 CSR Report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI Standards:  Core 
option.  GRI Standards, released in late 2016, replaced GRI G4.  By transitioning directly to GRI 
Standards with the 2016 PBC Statement/CSR Report, EA’s reporting exceeded the GRI 
transition milestone by more than 6 months.  

Additionally, EA’s 2016 Report is publicly available on EA’s website and has been uploaded to 
the GRI Standards Report Registration System.  Upload of the report to the GRI system satisfies 
the transparency requirement to notify GRI of the use of the GRI Standards. 

ASSESS THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF OUR OPERATIONS AND ACTIVITIES 

OBJECTIVE ONGOING 

Since 2008, EA has been assessing the environmental impacts associated with our day-to-day 
operations and activities through sustainability reporting, including publication of a Corporate 
Sustainability Report and Carbon Footprint Report.  Formerly published biennially, in 2017, EA 
transitioned to annual reporting to better align with industry standards. 

EA’s first Corporate Sustainability Report was published in 2009 utilizing GRI G3 guidelines as 
the framework for sustainability disclosures contained therein.  A year later, in 2010, EA issued 
its first Carbon Footprint Report, which voluntarily tracks and reports estimated carbon 
emissions associated with Company-wide activities.  Our Carbon Footprint Report assesses and 
publicly discloses our greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, mitigation efforts, and offset strategies.  
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In addition to a detailed analysis of the company’s GHG emissions, it also provides details 
related to EA’s water and waste contributions. 

2017 Carbon Footprint Reporting—During 2017, EA generated an estimated total of 4,483.0 
metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents (MTCO2e) from its operations. Approximately 16.8% 
(754 MTCO2e) was offset, resulting in net emissions from operations of 3,728.6 MTCO2e.  The 
largest single source of GHG emissions arose from employee commutes, which generated an 
estimated 1,370.5 MTCO2e, or 30.6% of the total carbon footprint.  Purchased electricity and 
steam contributed 805.9 MTCO2e (18.0%), followed by EA’s business travel by air that 
contributed 722.8 MTCO2e (16.1%) and EA-owned and operated vehicles at 422.5 MTCO2e 
(9.4%).  Shipping contributed 132.3 MTCO2e (3.0%), and natural gas consumption for building 
heating contributed 219.9 MTCO2e (4.9%).  Of note, emissions from purchased electricity 
dropped to the second largest source of emissions (behind employee commutes) as a result of 
improved granularity in office-specific data collection. 

Normalized by total labor hours worked, EA’s 2017 carbon footprint is 7.2 metric tons per 
Full Time Equivalent (FTE)—a decrease from 7.5 metric tons per FTE based on 2016 net 
emissions.  This decrease is attributed to increases in purchased offsets and improved data 
gathering techniques.  Future reports will further analyze normalized results to establish 
potential trends resulting from EA activities influencing emissions (e.g., headcount changes, 
implementation of composting programs, etc.).  The figure above presents the distribution of 
our carbon footprint by source. 
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Waste Generation and Disposition—All EA offices maintain single or mixed-stream recycling 
programs for paper, cardboard, aluminum, and glass waste.  Based on data analyzed for the 2017 
Carbon Footprint Report, EA’s waste diversion rate was 32.4%, an increase from the 2016 
diversion rate of 31.1%.  EA’s overall waste diversion initiatives continue to remain effective as a 
result of more structured recycling programs and the addition of composting in select offices. 

In addition to recycling and composting of solid waste, electronic equipment that has reached 
end-of-life is processed for recycling as electronic waste (eWaste) by an eWaste vendor.  EA’s 
Information Technology (IT) Department has administered the recycling of thousands of 
pounds of eWaste since 2009.   

EA’s second annual eWaste recycling event was held in 2017, 
in conjunction with Earth Day celebrations.  The event, open 
to EA’s three Maryland offices, provided an opportunity for 
employees to turn in acceptable personal eWaste for 
recycling by EA’s vendor.  During EA’s first collection events 
in 2016 and 2017, more than 500 pounds of personal eWaste 
was collected.  These organized eWaste events prevent 
improper disposal of electronic equipment that contain 
potentially hazardous components, and allow for reclamation 
of recyclable materials. 

In 2018, EA plans to continue its annual eWaste recycling event for Maryland offices. 
Additionally, EA’s IT Department will work with the network of company-wide EA Sustainers 
to identify additional offices with interest in implementing eWaste recycling events.  The IT 
Department also completes necessary analysis required to identify qualified eWaste vendors 
local to any EA commercial office interested in organizing an eWaste turn-in. 

Nationwide Offices—In 2017, the following changes to EA’s operational footprint were made: 

 Ocean Pines, MD—EA expanded its footprint on Maryland’s eastern shore by 
relocating its Ocean Pines office to a larger space that provides needed capacity for 
increased staffing, accommodates a growing number of client conferences and meetings, 
and provides for greater client responsiveness. 

 Portland, OR—Office was closed in late 2017. 
 Sacramento, CA—A new location in California’s Central Valley was established in 

Sacramento to enable EA to more efficiently provide site-specific environmental support 
for existing and prospective clients across the Sacramento and San Joaquin Valleys. 
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Material Source and Usage—EA has formalized Sustainable Business Practices (SBPs) that 
govern operational functions including document production, packing, and shipping; selection 
and ordering of marketing and promotional materials; and overall sustainable operations.  EA’s 
Environmentally Preferred Purchasing (EPP) Working Group consists of regional accounting 
and procurement managers overseen by EA’s CFO.  The EPP Working Group assesses 
purchasing requirements and completes cost-benefit analysis in coordination with EA’s 
operations when acquisition of new products and materials is required.  Efforts are focused on 
aspects related to the purchasing life-cycle that can be controlled and/or influenced by the 
company—primarily electronic purchasing and shipping.  

EPP initiatives in 2017 focused primarily on EA’s shipping habits and included the 
establishment of a formal partnership in United Parcel Service’s (UPS’) carbon neutral program.  
The goal of our participation is to offset a portion of EA’s carbon footprint attributable to third-
party shipping activities.  All UPS shipments initiated with an EA UPS account are automatically 
carried out in a carbon neutral manner.  As an official partner in the program, UPS calculates 
carbon emissions associated with each shipment and purchases carbon offsets, allowing EA to 
ship in an environmentally-responsible manner.  

Customers, like EA, who take part in the UPS carbon neutral program pay a small incremental 
amount to offset the climate impact associated with delivery of their packages. The fee is used by 
UPS to purchase carbon offsets from a suite of carbon reduction projects globally.  UPS has 
partnered with The CarbonNeutral Company, a leading global carbon consultancy.  To learn 
more about the UPS projects that EA, in part, is helping to support, please visit:  
https://www.carbonneutral.com/page/ups/.  

Through the program, EA offset 45.4 MTCO2e of its emissions in 2017, which equates to a 
savings* of: 

*Source:  USEPA Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator 

PROMOTE EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT 

OBJECTIVE ONGOING 

Gallup Q12—In January 2017, employees participated in a reassessment of employee 
engagement through Gallup, Inc.’s Q12 Survey, which was first completed at EA in 2015.  The 
Q12 Survey is designed to gain perspectives on employee engagement and establish a benchmark 
for continual improvement.  The Gallup survey enabled EA to look at employee engagement 
from various perspectives.  In 2017, leadership continued to develop and implement a focused 
Employee Engagement Action Plan that included the following: 
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 Supervisor Training—EA continued the roll-out of Supervisor Training begun in 2016 
to encourage more frequent dialogue between supervisors and their staff.   EA’s 
Supervisor Training is designed to maximize employee job meaningfulness, satisfaction, 
and engagement.  As part of the training, supervisors participated in “Fierce” 
communication training, as well as modules on the role of the supervisor, effective 
communication, practical skills and procedures, servant leadership, and career 
development.  During 2017, approximately 31 EA supervisors completed the training.  

 Mid-Year Check-In Process—In 2017, 
EA distributed a Guidance on 
Integrating EA’s “Purpose Realization 
Pyramid” into Individual, Annual 
Performance Goals memorandum to all 
employees.  The memo provided 
detailed guidance to employees and 
their supervisors related to establishing 
performance goals consistent with EA’s 
Purpose Realization Pyramid. The 
guidance encourages supervisors to 
discuss goals with employees as part of 
a two-way conversation rather than 
dictating requirements. Additionally, 
the memo made clear that agreed upon 
goals should support both company 
goals and individual career 
development.  

 Servant Leadership7—Partnering with James Lemoine, Ph.D. (Assistant Professor of 
Organization and Human Resources at University of Buffalo’s School of Management), 
EA employees participated in two Servant Leadership surveys that measured employees’ 
views of their leader’s behaviors.  The surveys were distributed with the intent to 
“bookend” EA’s newly implemented Supervisor Training to evaluate if there were any 
changes to responses (based on employees who completed both surveys) following the 
training sessions.  In 2018, Dr. Lemoine will finalize analysis of the 2017 survey and 
prepare a related paper for publication.  Additionally, a Ph.D. student working with Dr. 
Lemoine distributed personal surveys.  Results will be analyzed in 2018 and used to 
support and further augment data collected as part of Servant Leadership studies. 

Team Dynamics and Personality Surveys—As a part of an Academy of Management 
researcher project studying team dynamics of United States corporations, surveys were 
distributed to approximately two-thirds of EA’s workforce and were targeted at groups with 
established organization management teams.  Surveys were conducted in support of research to 
evaluate how leadership behaviors carry from team to team through the actions of individual 
team members.  Data will be analyzed for potential publication in 2018. 

                                                            
7 Servant Leadership is a leadership philosophy recognized for focusing on bottom-up rather than top-down leadership in order to 
engage and empower all employees, improve trust of management, and building stronger internal relationships. For more 
information, visit the Robert K. Greenleaf Center for Servant Leadership. 
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Professional Development and Training 
Investments—Since 2014, EA has 
increased training investments (e.g., 
tuition reimbursement, professional 
memberships, executive training, etc.) by 
an average of approximately 25%. These 
investments include tuition 
reimbursement, online training, and 
support to continuing education 
programs.  Costs associated with these 
programs promote engagement, engage 
and retain employees, and position EA 
an industry leader.   

Much of this investment is focused on Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics 
(STEM).  EA further promotes STEM training through participation in advocacy organization 
such as the Society of American Military Engineers (SAME), Society of Environmental 
Toxicology and Chemistry (SETAC), and the Sustainable Remediation Forum (SURF) among 
numerous others.  Refer to OUTREACH (page 40) for additional information.  

Active Employee Participation and Engagement—As an employee-owned PBC, all employees 
play an integral role in CSR initiatives.  A tenet of EA’s successful CSR Program is our active 
employee engagement through established working groups such as the EA Sustainers and WFP 
Champions.  These work groups engage employees in company-wide initiatives related to 
professional development, sustainability, and charitable giving. 

Over 24% of EA’s employees are actively involved in committees, working groups, or technical 
teams directly related to furthering EA’s CSR/PBC commitments.  Examples include the PBC 
Committee, EPP Working Group, EA Sustainers, WFP Champions, Sustainability Tools 
Working Group, and Leased Energy Working Group.  
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Annual CSR Program Awards—EA has established annual CSR Program Awards to recognize 
employees’ commitments on both an individual and office-wide level for initiatives supporting 
EA’s PBC Framework pillars.  EA’s 2017 CSR Program Awards were selected based on 
nominations received from employees as well as information provided throughout the year as 
part of EA’s volunteer tracking on Inside EA and included in bimonthly CSR Program Update 
Newsletters.  The 2017 awards also included the addition of a discretionary recognition award 
for extraordinary achievement. 
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SUSTAIN SAFETY CULTURE 

OBJECTIVE FULLY MET 

The safety of our employees, joint venture partners, subcontractors, vendors, clients, and 
communities continues to be our highest priority.  EA’s safety culture demonstrated by our 
consistently low EMR, low incident rate, and zero lost time incidents.  In 2017, National Safety 
Council again recognized EA with an Occupational Safety Excellence Achievement Award for 
low lost time injury rate.  Refer to HEALTH AND SAFETY (page 5) for additional details. 

SET PERFORMANCE BENCHMARKS 

OBJECTIVE STATUS VARIES BY BENCHMARK 

The following section presents information related to EA’s progress toward individual PBC 
objectives and targets set in support of establishing and meeting corporate-level performance 
benchmarks.  

Environmental Compliance—EA did not receive any significant fines or non-
monetary sanctions for non-compliance with environmental laws and/or 
regulations in 2017.  

Anti-Corruption and Anti-Competitive Behavior—EA had no incidents of 
corruption or anti-competitive behavior in 2017. 

Code of Business Ethics—EA’s Legal Department oversees preparation and distribution of the 
company’s Code of Business Ethics and Employee Conduct Policy certification.  EA’s formal 
goal for employee completion of this training, which includes Annual Anti-Kickback 
Certification and Annual Ethics & Policy Certification, is 100%.   

In 2017, EA transitioned to a new, single-solution employee management information system.  
To recognize efficiencies in managing employees’ Human Resources and Finance (i.e., payroll) 
needs, the transition to the new system was not fully in place by the end of the calendar year of 
reporting to allow for completion of 2017 annual business ethics certification.  EA will resume 
the annual business ethics certification in 2018. 

Training per Employee Annually and 
Percentage of Hours of Paid Training Per 
Employee—EA’s employees actively 
participate in a wide variety of internal and 
external training programs designed to meet 
or exceed industry standard of care for 
professional services rendered, as well as to 
reinforce EA’s core ideology.  EA’s in-house 
training efforts address topics such as H&S, 
business communications, business ethics, 
quality systems, technical webinars, and 
project management training.  Additionally, 
EA provides employees with 100% reimbursement for participation in a wide variety of external 
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education and training programs, including pursuit of advanced degrees, executive education, 
and training required to achieve and maintain professional competency, licensure, and/or 
certification.   

Workforce Demographics, Diversity, and 
Turnover—The majority of EA’s workforce 
is located within the continental United 
States.  All full-time employees received 
annual performance appraisals as well as 
mid-year check-ins with supervisors that are 
designed to encourage open 
communications between employees and 
supervisors.  With respect to collective 
bargaining agreements, none of EA’s 
workforce is represented by a union. 

The percentage of EA’s workforce represented by 
minorities rose slightly in comparison to prior 
years from 11% of EA's total workforce as 
reported for 2016 to 11.6% for 2017.  The 
percentage of women employed across the 
company remained relatively consistent at 40%, 
down just 1% from 2016.  

Further, EA’s total turnover rate continued on a 
downward trend from our 2014 benchmark of 
14.1%, and continues to be significantly lower 
than the reported industry average of 13.3% for 
Architectural/Engineering (A/E) firms. 

Supply Chain Interactions—EA seeks supply chain business partners with financial stability 
that share our focus on providing technical quality, competitive pricing, superior service in 
today’s marketplace, and SBPs.  We routinely work with a wide variety of subcontractors and 
suppliers to augment or complement our services and products.  We continue to expand our 
network of diverse business partners and look for new companies to help us meet our business 
and client needs.   

EA recognizes that some of our greatest impacts and opportunities are associated with supply 
chain interactions related to the goods and services we procure.  A 2016 target and objective was 
to further explore supply chain interactions to seek opportunities to align our business 
operations with sustainable practices.  To do this, EA evaluated annual supply chain 
expenditures to develop general “spend categories” that will allow us to evaluate areas with the 
largest potential impacts/opportunities based on percentage expended annually.  EA’s spend 
categories have been categorized and defined below: 

 Employee Benefits and Incentives—Employee benefits, including health benefits; 
excludes salaries.  Professional licenses, conferences, job/equipment training, stock plan 
contributions, and bonuses.  
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 Project Operations, Equipment, and Materials—Spending related directly to client 
engagements, including subcontractors, project-related equipment and materials, project 
transportation costs, lodging and meals directly associated with projects, etc.  

 Corporate Administration, Operations, and Facilities—Non-project-related spending 
for meals, office administration, office building costs (rent, utilities, etc.), marketing, 
legal fees, and other indirect, corporate-related expenditures.   

 Transportation—Vehicle and boat acquisition, maintenance, and depreciation costs; air 
travel; rental cars; expensed employee mileage; subcontractor transportation costs; etc. 
are also included.  Transportation costs that are directly chargeable to projects are 
included in Project Operations, Equipment, and Materials. 

 H&S—H&S training, pre-employment testing, and H&S supplies, as well as medical 
monitoring/screening programs.  Labor hours and travel costs associated with H&S 
personnel providing oversight on projects is captured under Project Operations, 
Equipment, and Materials. 

 Indirect Equipment and Materials—Includes all non-project-related equipment and 
materials (e.g., office supplies, computers, warehouse equipment, software, etc.).  

EA’s 2017 supply chain spending, totaling more than $95.6M, is illustrated below. 

Supplier Diversity and Sustainability—As a small business under two industry classification 
codes established by the U.S. Small Business Administration—NAICS Codes 541715 (Research 
and Development in the Physical, Engineering, and Life Sciences [except Nanotechnology and 
Biotechnology], less than 1,000 employees) and 562910 (Environmental Remediation Services, 
less than 750 employees)—EA fully supports legislated socio-economic goals and those specified 
in many of our client contracts.  EA is committed to providing all categories of small businesses 
with the maximum opportunity to support our procurement requirements and our Supplier 
Diversity Program is designed to champion these efforts.  EA is continually seeking to expand 
our network of diverse business partners and to look for new companies to help us meet our 
business and client needs.  Toward that end, EA has established an on-line process for 
companies to register with our Supplier Diversity Program.  This internal registry is one of the 
many strategic sourcing databases that EA uses to identify suitable diverse businesses.  Diverse 
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businesses are encouraged to register with EA’s Supplier Diversity Program through the 
Program’s webpage, brochure, and by EA representatives during outreach events.    

EA's 2017 spend through small and minority-owned businesses represented nearly 52% of total 
subcontracted dollars in 2017, an increase of approximately 6% utilization compared to the 2016 
reporting period (46%).   

Procurement—As part of ongoing stakeholder engagement and materiality dialogue, we note 
the importance of upstream and downstream suppliers in the delivery of our services.  Their 
services are a direct reflection of us, and visa-versa—we are directly co-dependent.  

EA’s Supplier Portal was launched in 2016, and EA’s website was updated with links to the 
registration page for prospective suppliers along with instructions for registering.  EA’s Supplier 
Portal includes a mandatory CSR Survey for invited suppliers, with whom we are currently 
working, designed to assess the level of CSR activity in our supply chain.   

EA began retroactively addressing existing supplier registration into the portal using a phased 
approach.  EA has over 3,000 suppliers in its system and initially sent emails to suppliers 
requesting they register in the Supplier Portal, providing links to instructions and checklists for 
filling out the questionnaires.  In 2017, 390 suppliers were contacted or 13% of EA’s total 
supplier pool.  In the reporting year, 68 suppliers completed registration as of 31 December 
2017—a 17% response rate of the initial requests.  Currently approximately 2% of EA’s total 
current suppliers have completed registration and in 2018 we will plan to release more requests 
and complete supplier registration as part of EA’s supplier engagement strategy. 

While we continue to manage supply chain risk through our own audits, programs, and 
training, we also seek partnerships with other companies, governments, and non-government 
organizations to address complex procurement issues that no one company can address alone.  
We believe this collaborative approach will more effectively drive impact in our supply chain. 

In the reporting period, EA also completed a gap analysis of our supplier management system to 
the International Organization for Standardization’s (ISO) 9001:2015 (criteria for Quality 
Management Systems) evaluating enhancement to it supplier policy; recommendations are 
being considered for future enhancements. 

EPP—EA is committed to sustainable corporate acquisition through the purchase of Electronic 
Product Environmental Assessment Tool (EPEAT)-registered devices.  All new personal 
computers and ancillary equipment (e.g., printers) purchased through EA’s Corporate IT 
Department are EPEAT Gold-level. 

Business Travel—In 2017, of the approximately 950 business-related travel bookings, 
approximately 87% of the lodging partners were recognized, multi-national brands with well-
established sustainable practices and “green” commitments.  EA determined that most major 
hospitality brands have robust reporting systems that are publicly available for review on their 
websites.  Additionally, there are a number of voluntary hospitality-specific sustainable rating 
systems such as TripAdvisor’s greenleaders program, which recognizes eco-friendly hotels 
committed to green housekeeping practices, recycling, transportation services, and locally-
sourced and/or organic food options. 



PILLAR I:  PROFESSIONAL INVOLVEMENT

EA PROFESSIONALS SUPPORT INTERNAL KNOWLEDGE
SHARING, STEM EDUCATION, AND INDUSTRY
ADVANCEMENT THROUGH OUTREACH EVENTS, TRAINING
PROGRAMS, AND CONFERENCE ATTENDANCE AND
PARTICIPATION.
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PILLAR I:  PROFESSIONAL INVOLVEMENT 

Professional Involvement represents our everyday business.  The best indicators of our public 
benefits to the environment and the communities in which we live and work are the direct 
results of the projects we complete for our clients.  Additionally, our professional contributions 
in knowledge advancement, as well as efforts to train and educate members of the 
environmental industry, are key aspects of our efforts under this pillar.  These efforts are central 
to our business and will continue to expand as the Company grows. 

EA has completed more than $2 billion of client work since our founding in 1973, and has 
established a proven track record of innovation and quality demonstrated by our continued 
financial growth and performance.  The following sections relate to Professional Involvement 
activities undertaken during 2017. 

PROJECT WORK WITH DIRECT ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFIT 

QUANTIFY THE PUBLIC BENEFITS OF OUR PROJECTS 

OBJECTIVE ONGOING 

The core purpose of our work and a central focus of PBC Pillar I is the direct environmental 
benefit of our project work—simply stated—it is what we do.  We work every day to improve 
and maintain environmental quality and to help clients design, implement, and sustain leading 
programs and projects.  EA has a decades-long history of using practicable and sound 
approaches, integrating emerging tools and techniques into the mainstream to provide our 
clients with the best value in addressing their environmental challenges. 

Through our role in professional and trade organizations, including SURF, ASTM International, 
and the Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure (ISI), EA has been instrumental in encouraging 
the development, increased adoption, and documentation of quantitative GSR metrics, in 
addition to qualitative evaluation and documentation.   

Sustainability Toolbox Working Group—In late 2016, EA established a Sustainability Toolbox 
Working Group to define and develop inter-disciplinary training and awareness for various life-
cycle analysis/sustainability tools.  The group is tasked with benchmarking existing and 
emerging tools and developing internal training that will define more widely available and 
applicable sustainability tools, discuss various applications and user pathways, and provide case 
studies of EA projects where tools have been applied. 

During 2017, the Sustainability Toolbox Working Group identified two primary green 
remediation tools for analyzing sustainability “savings” that are possible when selecting project 
design options/alternatives.    

 SiteWise™—SiteWise is a spreadsheet-based tool designed to evaluate the environmental 
footprint of remedial alternatives; it was developed by the U.S. Navy, U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers, and Battelle.  Through input of quantities associated with commonly used 
remedial activities (e.g., drilling, excavation, groundwater pumping, stabilization, etc.), 
metrics such as GHG emissions, energy usage, criteria air pollutants, resource 
consumption, and accident risk are calculated utilizing industry-vetted reference values.  
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SiteWise™ provides a remedial alternative comparison output that allows users to 
evaluate different alternatives with respect to the metrics identified above, in order to 
guide decision making toward a green and sustainable remedial outcome.  EA has 
implemented the use of SiteWise™ as the company’s preferred method to develop green 
remediation metrics.   

 Envision™—Developed by ISI, Envision™ is a sustainable infrastructure rating system 
designed to provide a combination of Life-Cycle Analysis (LCA) and environmental 
benefit assessments for sustainable infrastructure.  As a charter member of ISI, EA has 
invested in supporting professional development training for employees interested in 
earning an Envision Sustainability Professional (ENV SP) credential.  To date, six EA 
employees have received their ENV SP.  Several of those employees are working with the 
Sustainability Tools Working Group to evaluate potential projects that may benefit from 
being analyzed using Envision™.  

Future plans for the Sustainability Toolbox Working Group include continued benchmarking of 
LCA tools, employee training, and integration of Envision™.  

QUANTIFYING THE PUBLIC BENEFITS OF THE WORK WE DO EVERY DAY 

Quantitative analysis tools described above allow us to proactively evaluate and improve our 
understanding of life-cycle impacts in our project work and turn our focus toward efficiency and 
sustainability, where feasible.  The following case studies provide details that quantify the public 
benefits associated with EA’s everyday project work.  The case studies have been selected to 
provide a snapshot of project benefits that cover each of EA’s primary service lines and represent 
the nationwide reach of our client work.   

NOTE:  Numbers for remediation projects included in case studies were generated using 
SiteWise™.  All other numbers (e.g., hours safely worked, project value, etc.) are based on 
project-specific data maintained as part of EA’s established program and project management 
processes.   
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SHARING IN OUR CLIENT SUCCESS 

We are privileged to work with our clients on some of the most complex projects and 
programs—we do not take this responsibility lightly.  As such, we are honored when others 
recognize our clients’ projects for their benefits.  Examples of recognition during the reporting 
period include: 
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PROMOTING AND ADVANCING THE ENVIRONMENTAL INDUSTRY 

A second major emphasis area of Pillar I (Professional Involvement) is our technical 
contribution to the industry’s “body of knowledge.”  EA as a company and our professionals 
have long recognized the need to do their part to advance the environmental profession in a 
manner that not only benefits those in the industry, but also the greater good of clients we serve.  
This commitment is best expressed through our active participation, contributions, and 
leadership in the professional organizations shaping the regulatory environment and emerging 
issues with the potential to influence the future of our clients’ operations, products, and services.  
The table below provides representative examples of EA papers and conference participation 
(e.g., panel discussions, technical presentations, poster sessions, etc.).  Many of the papers and 
presentations are shared internally through online webinars hosted by EA’s registered education 
provider program—the EA Academy.  

REPRESENTATIVE EXAMPLES OF EA PAPERS AND POSTER/PLATFORM PRESENTATIONS AT 
INDUSTRY CONFERENCES IN CALENDAR YEAR 2017 

Incorporating Diatom Collection and Analysis in Combination with Benthic Macroinvertebrates and 
Fisheries Sampling to Describe a More Holistic Representation of Water Quality Conditions.  Maryland 
Water Monitoring Council. 
Development of Derived No Effects Levels from Public Data Sources for Screening Level Human Health 
Risk Assessment of Cleaning Product Ingredients.  Society for Toxicology and Environmental Chemistry 
North America, 38

th
 Annual Meeting.  

Public Benefit Corporation:  Incorporating Sustainability Into Corporate-Decision Making and Generating 
Value for Clients.  The Institute of Internal Auditors, South Central Regional Meeting. 
Susceptibility of Federally Listed Freshwater Mussels to Cooling Water Intake Structures.  Electric Power 
Research Institute.  
GIS Approach to Tackling Air Emission Source Inventories.  2017 Railroad Environmental Conference.  
Evolving Ethically into the Anthropocene: Geoscience and the “Benefit Corporation” to Promote 
Sustainability Progress.  Geologic Society of America Annual Meeting.  
An Innovative Passive Approach to Remediation at a Closed Landfill.  WASTECON/ISWA World Congress 
2017.  
Yakima Basin Integrated Plan.  AWRA's Summer Specialty Conference 2017, Climate Change Solutions: 
Collaborative Science, Policy, and Planning for Sustainable Water Management. 
The Influence of Complex Fractured Bedrock on In Situ Enhanced Reductive Dechlorination of TCE.  
Battelle 4th International Symposium on Bioremediation and sustainable Environmental Technologies.  
Assessment of Contaminated Sediments in the Detroit River and Comparison with Historical Use Data. 
International Association for Great Lakes Research 60th Annual Conference.  
Technical Synthesis Report for Physical and Ecological Resources at Fire Island National Seashore.  
National Park Service Natural Resource Report Series.  
Little Fire Ant (LFA), Wasmannia auropunctata.  2017 Pacific Islands Forestry Professionals Workshop.  
Leachability Evaluation in In Situ Stabilization and Solidification.  Design and Construction Issues at 
Hazardous Waste Sites.  
Standardizing Visual Characterization of NAPL in Sediment Cores to Facilitate Remedial Decision-
Making. Western Dredging Association Midwest Chapter Meeting.  
Navigating the National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 and the Spirit Lake Sediment Remediation 
Project.  Battelle Ninth International Conference on Remediation and Management of Contaminated 
Sediments. 
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In addition to our work to promote and advance the environmental industry, we are particularly 
fond of our efforts to support the advancement of employee-owned corporations and the 
benefits of the PBC business model.  For additional information, refer to SPECIFIC PUBLIC 
BENEFITS OF EA’S CSR PROGRAM (Formal Alignment and Communication of 100% Employee-
Owned, Delaware PBC, page 16). 

TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

As such, EA strongly supports and invests in the professional development of our staff through 
participation in courses, trade shows, and/or training conferences related to emerging regulatory 
topics and innovative technology—we view our participation as more than just a “cost of doing 
business,” but rather a commitment to industry excellence and client service.  Our involvement 
in such events ensures that issues facing the industry are addressed at conferences and provides 
our professionals with a forum to stay at the forefront of the environmental industry.  We view 
such investments as a win-win for both our clients and our professionals.  

As discussed in SPECIFIC PUBLIC BENEFITS OF EA’S CSR PROGRAM (Training per Employee 
Annually and Percentage of Hours of Paid Training per Employee, page 24), Professional 
Development time per employee exceeded EA’s goal of 32 hours per annum in 2017 by 
approximately 2 hours per employee.   
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OUTREACH 

EA personnel are encouraged to maintain active memberships as well as participate in and 
attend events sponsored by professional organizations (e.g., Southern Gas Association, National 
Association of Environmental Professionals, American Academy of Environmental Engineers, 
and SETAC); participate in advisory or advocacy groups (e.g., Air Quality Control Advisory 
Council, WFP Leadership Council); and maintain subscriptions to and review material provided 
by relevant trade publications and newsletters (e.g., Water Environment & Technology [WE&T], 
The Military Engineer, Pipeline Technology Journal, etc.) to keep current with market-related 
environmental changes.  Individuals then pass along information through internal training and 
information distribution via Company-wide email notifications, brown bag presentations, and 
webinars.  We also make it a point to regularly meet with our clients to discuss their changing 
needs and concerns related to services and regulatory requirements. 

Additionally, EA staff organize and participate in annual activities that are focused on STEM-
related outreach geared toward training programs for school-aged youth, soon-to-be college 
graduates, and adults (i.e., SAME Baltimore Post Day with an Engineer; Syracuse University’s 
Earth Science Symposium; the Children’s Groundwater Festival and Waterfest, both held 
annually in Nebraska; and Baltimore Center for Green Careers).  Highlights from 2017 outreach 
events are illustrated on page 41. 

Beyond active membership in professional 
and technical associations, we place a 
premium on participation in committees 
and taking on key leadership/officer-level 
functions.  Many of our personnel actively 
participate in board or executive 
committees for national and international 
environmental and sustainability 
organizations.  

In 2017, a number of EA employees were 
recognized for their outstanding leadership 
efforts with several of these boards and 
organizations:  

 April Ballweg, PE, PMP, was invited to 
join the Keep Lewisville Beautiful Board of Directors 

 Mark Gutberlet, PE, MPC, was appointed Chair of the Baltimore County Solid Waste 
Management Citizens Review Committee  

 John Kumm, PE, BCEE, was appointed Vice Chairperson of Maryland’s Air Quality Control 
Advisory Council (AQCAC) 

 Ian MacFarlane, President and CEO, was named as Trustee of Robert K. Greenleaf Center for 
Servant Leadership® 

 Peter Ney, Executive Vice President, was elected to The ESOP Association’s Board of Governors. 
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FELLOWSHIPS AND SCHOLARSHIPS 

Jensen Fellowship—EA has a more than decade-long commitment to promote scholarships and 
fellowships through our Jensen Fellowship, in collaboration with Johns Hopkins University 
(JHU).  Named for EA’s founder and chairman, Dr. Loren Jensen, the Jensen Fellowship 
supports professional Master’s students through a scholarship (tuition grant and stipend) and 6-
month, credit-bearing internship as a capstone for their graduate work.  Once accepted to JHU’s 
Department of Environmental Health and Engineering Master’s program, candidates are 
selected for the Jensen Fellowship through a rigorous application and interview process. 

For the first time in 11 years, EA did not have a Jensen Fellow during the calendar year. Multiple 
offers were made, but fellowship candidates selected other opportunities and the position was 
not filled in 2017.  However, EA’s 2016 Jensen Fellow awardee completed her internship at EA 
from June through December 2017.  EA plans to offer a fellowship once again in 2018. 

Additional Scholarships—EA continued its commitments to the following scholarships in 2017 
in support of STEM education: 

 Maryland Science Center, STEM Education Annual Appeal – $2,500 
 SAME Baltimore, scholarship fund for undergraduates in JHU’s School of Engineering – 

$1,000 
 SETAC, Jeff Black Scholarship Award – $1,000. 

  



PILLAR II:  COMMUNITY SUPPORT

IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF THE COMMUNITIES IN WHICH WE LIVE THROUGH VOLUNTEERING.  
EMPLOYEES VOLUNTEER THROUGHOUT THE YEAR IN SUPPORT OF MISSION-ALIGNED EVENTS.
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PILLAR II:  COMMUNITY SUPPORT 

PBC Pillar II is rooted in community support 
and the corporate and personal time EA staff 
invest in environmental philanthropy and 
volunteering commitments to various local 
events including stream cleanups, Earth Day 
events, and similar-mission aligned efforts.   

PAID VOLUNTEER TIME (PVT) 

The reporting period marked the second year of 
EA’s PVT program, which provides all regular, 
full-time employees 8 benefit hours of PVT 
annually to support a mission-aligned volunteer 
activity of their choosing.  Employees are also 
encouraged to track their personal volunteer 
efforts for inclusion in evaluation of annual CSR 
Program Awards and Employee Volunteer 
Highlights in bi-monthly newsletters.  In 2017, 
EA employees utilized 976 PVT or Company 
Directed Volunteer Time (CDVT)8  hours.   

EA’s PBC Committee has established an objective of 50% utilization of PVT by EA’s workforce 
by the end of CY 2020.  In 2017, 176 employees—35%—utilized all or a portion of their annual 
PVT hours.  Additionally, employees voluntarily tracked approximately 758 personal volunteer 
hours.  Benefiting agencies ranged from elementary schools; colleges and universities; 
community food banks; local nature centers and conservatories; and churches, among other 
nationally recognized organizations such as the Boy Scouts of America.  Select PVT events, for 
EA’s nationwide offices, are highlighted on the next page. 

                                                            
8 CDVT is considered to be hours spent performing company-directed activities such as coordinating, planning, and managing 
EA company-sponsored events such as Day with an Engineer at the direction of an EA manager.  CDVT may be associated with 
either mission-aligned or non-mission aligned events at the discretion of EA management. 
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PILLAR III:  WATER FOR PEOPLE

IN 2017, EA’S WORKPLACE GIVING
CAMPAIGN AND OFFICE FUNDRAISING
RESULTED IN >$585,000 OF IMPACT
(BASED ON WFP’S IMPACT CALCULATOR) 
IN SUPPORT OF EVERYONE | FOREVER.

ABOVE:  EA’S ERIN TOOTHAKER (ON RIGHT) TAKES
PART IN WFP’S 2017 IMPACT TOUR IN
GUATEMALA. PHOTO BY JILL KRIEGER, PROVIDED
FOR USE BY WFP’S BRAND ASSETS RESOURCES.

Photo by Tough Mudder, used with permission.
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PILLAR III:  CHARITABLE GIVING 
 

FOCUS ON ENVIRONMENTAL PHILANTHROPY 

OBJECTIVE MET 

Pillar III, Charitable Giving, is intended to promote the altruistic aspect of our public benefit 
mission through direct financial support, including establishment of workplace giving programs 
to support the focal point of our environmental philanthropy efforts—Water For People (WFP), 
as well as other select charities.  PBC Pillar III actively promotes a spirit of philanthropic 
investment and active participation in a variety of company-sponsored and localized office 
events supporting charitable organizations.  

2017 WATER FOR PEOPLE CAMPAIGN 

The CY marked the second year in our formal partnership with WFP.  With an increased 
financial commitment of $40,000 (compared to $30,000 in 2016), EA sought to improve 
participation in our Workplace Giving Program.  

During EA’s 2017 WFP Campaign Month (running annually from World Water Day in March 
to Earth Day in April), 36 employees signed up for payroll deductions for the first time.  When 
combined with employees who maintained or increased deductions already in place from 2016’s 
Campaign Month, more than 105 employees participated in EA’s Workplace Giving Program.  
Combined with company-wide fundraising, EA once again exceeded our planned financial 
commitment of $40,000.  A summary of EA’s 2017 WFP efforts is provided below.  
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WFP IMPACT TOUR 2017 

In January, EA held a raffle to select an employee to participate in WFP’s March 2017 Impact Tour 
to Guatemala.  Employees were eligible for the company-sponsored trip if they met one or more 
of three criteria:   

 Elected a $25/pay, payroll deduction during the 2016 Campaign month to continue 
through the year 

 Were one of the Top 20 EA donors at the end of 2016 
 Coordinated a WFP fundraising event, approved by EA’s WFP Steering Committee, 

outside of EA's 2016 WFP Campaign month. 
With assistance from WFP’s Denver office, EA held the raffle and broadcast the selection live 
across EA’s offices.  The winner, Erin Toothaker, is pictured below9 during the tour.  In 2018, EA 
will select another eligible employee for a WFP Impact Tour.  The 2018 raffle winner will have 
the opportunity to select between an Impact Tour in Peru or Malawi. 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                            
9 Photos by Jill Krieger, provided for use by WFP’s Brand Assets Resources.  Left:  A community cistern decorated with a water-
themed mural in Santa Cruz del Quiche.  Right:  WFP Regional Program Officer for Latin America Amber Stenson discusses 
teachers’ strategies for promoting and teaching healthy hygiene and sanitation practices to students. 
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RACE ACROSS AMERICA 2017 

EA’s largest fundraising effort in support of WFP during the 2017 calendar year was building an 
EA-WFP Team for Race Across America (RAAM) 2017.  The 16-person team included 7 EA 
members, including bicyclists Jeff Boltz (Hunt Valley, MD) and Lou Barinka (Lewisville, TX).  A 
summary of the effort is illustrated below.   

In 2018, EA will begin planning for RAAM 2019; EA hopes to field a team comprised of 100% 
EA and WFP personnel.   
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LOCAL IMPACTS 

While WFP is the focal point of our environmental philanthropy, we continue to support 
worthwhile campaigns/initiatives at a local level.  These events are championed by individual 
offices and vary in mission.  Local campaigns are equally important to EA’s Charitable Giving 
pillar and ensure a commitment to communities where we live and serve.   

In 2017, EA also made monetary philanthropic contributions throughout the year to a number 
of organizations, including: 

 American Cancer Society 
 Living Classrooms Foundation 
 Parks and People Foundation 
  Home for the Friendless 
 Carrie Tingley Hospital Foundation 

  Robert K. Greenleaf Center 
  Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay 
  University of Illinois Foundation 
  University of Maryland Foundation 
 The Children’s Home 

Organizations that have benefited from EA’s local charitable giving efforts include examples 
highlighted in the graphic on the next page. 
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TARGETS FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

OFFICES IN HAWAII AND GUAM SUPPORT A FULL
ARRAY OF ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES PROJECTS
ACROSS THE PACIFIC REGION. 
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TARGETS FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 

EA’s Board of Directors approved the following targets for the 2018 reporting period. These 
targets include standard internal EA reporting targets established to track annual progress 
across our PBC framework, as well as new targets developed in 2017 as a result of EA’s 
continued PBC/CSR growth and improvement. 

EA PBC OBJECTIVES AND TARGETS FOR CY 2018 
PBC OBJECTIVE AND 

ASSOCIATED PILLAR(S) 
CY 2018 TARGETS 

Formal alignment and 
communication of 100% 
Employee-Owned, Delaware 
PBC  
(Overall/All Pillars) 

 Performance measured through other key performance indicators and 
annual targets 

 Continued collaboration with academia regarding publications related to 
EA’s business transformation including at least two presentations 

Assess the environmental 
impact of our operations 
and activities  
(Overall/All Pillars) 

 2% reduction in total GHG emissions normalized per full-time equivalent 
 Measure and set reduction targets for business travel 

Promote employee 
engagement  
(Overall/All Pillars) 

 Gallup employee engagement index 
 Servant Leadership research surveys and training 
 55% CSR employee (regular, full-time) participation through authoring of 

papers or platform/poster presentations; PVT or company-directed 
volunteer time use; or WFP contribution through EA’s giving campaign. 

Sustain Safety Culture 
(Overall/All Pillars) 

 Annual Total RIR and 3-year rolling average at or below current industry 
standard of 3.1 for NAICS 562910 

 Annual EMR ≤ 1.0 
 Baseline for SMS performance audit and improvement targets based on 

external reviews 

Set Performance 
Benchmarks 
(Overall/All Pillars) 

 100% employee completion of EA Code of Business Ethics training 
 No significant fines or non-monetary sanctions for non-compliance with 

laws or regulations 
 32 hours of training per employee annually 
 Annual minimum of 1.5% total compensated time to PROFDEVEL 

expressed as total % of compensated hours 
 Turnover rate ≤12% 
 EA Economic Value Generated 
 Benchmark and establish workforce diversity targets 
 Evaluate ISO certification associated with safety and quality standards 
 EcoVadis assessment every 2 years  
 Promote large account portfolio growth 

Assess CSR perspectives 
within our own supply chain  
(Overall/All Pillars) 

 Engage with top 20 suppliers (based on account volume) to discuss CSR 
perspectives 

 Evaluate EPP opportunities 
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EA PBC OBJECTIVES AND TARGETS FOR CY 2018 
PBC OBJECTIVE AND 

ASSOCIATED PILLAR(S) CY 2018 TARGETS 

Quantify the public benefits 
of our projects (Pillar I) 

 Integrate Sustainability Tools into Project Management training 
 Continue to increase use of sustainability metrics for projects as part of Pillar 

I benefits review 
Promote employee 
engagement  
(Overall/All Pillars) 

 50% of employees utilizing annual 8-hour PVT allotment by 2020 
 Annual increase in PVT usage based on 2016 PVT baseline of 24% 

participation 

Focus on environmental 
philanthropy (Pillar III) 

 WFP annual commitment and Impact Calculator 
 Employee participation in WFP projects  
 Total philanthropic contributions increase 



APPENDIX A:  GRI STANDARDS INDEX

EA'S IT PROFESSIONALS SPECIALIZE IN THE DESIGN, 
DEVELOPMENT, IMPLEMENTATION, HOSTING AND MAINTENANCE
OF WEB, GIS AND DATABASE APPLICATIONS. ADDITIONALLY
THEY ALSO SPECIALIZE IN SYSTEMS PLANNING, ANALYSIS, 
DOCUMENTATION AND SYSTEM INTEGRATION FOR FEDERAL, 
STATE, AND LOCAL CLIENTS.
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GRI STANDARDS INDEX 
GRI 102:  GENERAL DISCLOSURES 

DISCLOSURE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION EA SECTION PAGE 
ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE 
102-1 Name of the Organization EA Engineering, Science, and Technology, Inc., PBC 
102-2 Activities, Brands, Products, and Services Company Profile 2 
102-3 Location of Headquarters Hunt Valley, Maryland 
102-4 Location of Operations Who We Are and What We Do 1 
102-5 Ownership and Legal Form EA at a Glance (graphic) 1 
102-6 Markets Served Company Profile 2 
102-7 Scale of Organization EA at a Glance (graphic) 1 

102-8 Information on Employees and Other 
Workers Company Profile 2 

102-9 Supply Chain Supply Chain Interactions 25-27 

102-10 Significant Changes to the Organization 
and its Supply Chain 

Significant Changes and 
Restatement of Information 4 

102-11 Precautionary Principal Approach Risk Management 3 

102-12 External Initiatives 
Global Reporting Initiative and 
Third-Party Evaluation of CSR 
Program 

12 

102-13 Membership of Associations Outreach 40 
STRATEGY 
102-14 Statement from Senior Decision-Maker A Message to Our Stakeholders i 
ETHICS AND INTEGRITY 

102-16 Values, Principals, Standards, and 
Norms of Behavior 

PBC Framework and CSR 
Program 8 

GOVERNANCE 

102-18 Governance Structure Governance Structure and 
Committees 2 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

102-40 List of Stakeholder Groups PBC Reporting and Overview of 
Assessment Standard 10 

102-41 Collective Bargaining Agreements Workforce Demographics 25 

102-42 Identifying and Selecting Stakeholders Identifying Stakeholders and 
Stakeholder Engagement 12 

102-43 Approach to Stakeholder Engagement A Message to Stakeholders i 
102-44 Key Topics and Concerns Raised Materiality Assessment 10 
REPORTING PRACTICE 

102-45 Entities Included in the Consolidated 
Financial Statements Who We Are and What We Do 1 
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DISCLOSURE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION EA SECTION PAGE 

102-46 Defining the Report Content and Topic 
Boundaries 

Public Benefit Statement  
Global Reporting Initiative 
Framework 

iii 

102-47 List of Material Topics Materiality Assessment 10 

102-48 Restatement of Information Significant Changes and 
Restatement of Information 4 

102-49 Changes in Reporting Significant Changes and 
Restatement of Information 4 

102-50 Reporting Period CY 2017 
102-51 Date of Most Recent Report December 2017 (Covering CY 2016) 
102-52 Reporting Cycle Annual 

102-53 Contact Point for Questions Regarding 
the Report 

Brian Lesinski, Senior Vice President 
Director Corporate Social Responsibility 
blesinski@eaest.com     

102-54 Claims of Reporting in Accordance with 
the GRI Standards 

This CSR Report has been prepared in accordance with 
the GRI Standards:  Core option. 

102-55 GRI Content Index Appendix A:  GRI Standards Index 
102-56 External Assurance Not Applicable 

TOPIC SPECIFIC STANDARDS 

DISCLOSURE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION EA SECTION PAGE 
GRI 200:  ECONOMIC STANDARDS 
GRI 201:  Economic Performance 

103-1 Explanation of the Material Topic and 
Its Boundaries 

Economic Performance is material to EA as a 100% 
employee-owned company in that the company’s 
economic stability has direct impacts on all employees. 

103-2 Management Approach and Its 
Components Who We Are and What We Do 1 

201-1 Direct Economic Value Generated and 
Distributed 

Who We Are and What We Do 
 
EA Performance Toward PBC 
Objectives and Targets 

1 
 

Throughout Report 

GRI 205:  Anti-Corruption 

103-1 Explanation of the Material Topic and 
Its Boundaries 

Anti-Corruption is material to EA as a U.S. 
government contractor per Federal Acquisition 
Regulations and its Business Ethic Policies. 

103-2 Management Approach and Its 
Components 

EA maintains in-place Risk 
Management programs. 
Additionally, EA employees are 
required to complete internal 
Code of Business Ethics 
Training annually.   

24 
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DISCLOSURE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION EA SECTION PAGE 

205-3 Confirmed Incidents of Corruption 
and Actions Taken EA had no incidents of corruption in 2017. 

206-1 
Legal Actions for Anti-Competitive 
Behavior, Anti-Trust, or Monopoly 
Practices 

EA had no violations of anti-competitive behavior, 
anti-trust, or monopoly practices in 2017. 

GRI 300:  ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS 
GRI 301:  Materials 

103-1 Explanation of the Material Topic and 
Its Boundaries 

EA’s primary “products” are client deliverables (e.g., 
reports).  As a result, EA considers consumption of 
paper and recycling of paper products a material aspect 
due to the volume of material used each year. 

103-2 Management Approach and Its 
Components 

Assess the Environmental 
Impact of Operations and 
Material Source and Usage 

17-20 

301-1 Material Used by Weight or Volume 
2017 Carbon Footprint Report Available Online 

301-2 Recycled Input Materials Used 
GRI 302:  Energy 

103-1 Explanation of the Material Topic and 
Its Boundaries 

EA considers energy, water, emissions, and waste to be 
material Environmental Standards due to their 
potential impacts to our carbon footprint.  Materiality 
for these topics extends from daily office operations to 
our clients’ projects in the field.  

103-2 Management Approach and Its 
Components 

Material aspects related to consumption or production 
of energy, water, emissions, and waste are managed 
through application of office internal Sustainable 
Business Practices and industry best practices for 
reducing overall environmental impacts associated 
with project alternatives through life-cycle analysis 
tools.  

302-1 Energy Consumption within the 
Organization 2017 Carbon Footprint Report Available Online 

302-4 Reduction of Energy Consumption 
GRI 303:  Water 

103-1 Explanation of the Material Topic and 
Its Boundaries 

EA considers energy, water, emissions, and waste to be 
material Environmental Standards due to their 
potential impacts to our carbon footprint.  Materiality 
for these topics extends from daily office operations to 
our clients’ projects in the field.  

103-2 Management Approach and Its 
Components 

Material aspects related to consumption or production 
of energy, water, emissions, and waste are managed 
through application of office internal Sustainable 
Business Practices and industry best practices for 
reducing overall environmental impacts associated 
with project alternatives through life-cycle analysis 
tools. 
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DISCLOSURE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION EA SECTION PAGE 
303-3 Water Recycled and Reused 2017 Carbon Footprint Report Available Online 
GRI 305:  Emissions 

103-1 Explanation of the Material Topic and 
Its Boundaries 

EA considers energy, water, emissions, and waste to be 
material Environmental Standards due to their 
potential impacts to our carbon footprint.  Materiality 
for these topics extends from daily office operations to 
our clients’ projects in the field.  

103-2 Management Approach and Its 
Components 

Material aspects related to consumption or production 
of energy, water, emissions, and waste are managed 
through application of office internal Sustainable 
Business Practices and industry best practices for 
reducing overall environmental impacts associated 
with project alternatives through life-cycle analysis 
tools. 

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG Emissions 

2017 Carbon Footprint Report Available Online 

305-2 Energy Indirect (Scope 2) GHG 
Emissions 

305-3 Other Indirect (Scope 3) GHG 
Emissions 

305-4 GHG Emissions Intensity 
305-5 Reduction of GHG Emissions 
GRI 306:  Effluents and Waste 

103-1 Explanation of the Material Topic and 
Its Boundaries 

EA considers energy, water, emissions, and waste to be 
material Environmental Standards due to their 
potential impacts to our carbon footprint. Materiality 
for these topics extends from daily office operations to 
our clients’ projects in the field.  

103-2 Management Approach and Its 
Components 

Material aspects related to consumption or production 
of energy, water, emissions, and waste are managed 
through application of office internal Sustainable 
Business Practices and industry best practices for 
reducing overall environmental impacts associated 
with project alternatives through life-cycle analysis 
tools. 

306-2 Waste by Type and Disposal Method Waste Generation and 
Disposition 19 

306-3 Significant Spills EA had no significant spills in 2017. 
GRI 307:  Environmental Compliance 

103-1 Explanation of the Material Topic and 
Its Boundaries 

Non-compliance with environmental laws and 
regulations, and associated fines and sanctions, have 
the potential to severely negatively affect both EA’s and 
our clients’ economic performance if violations are 
identified by regulatory authorities.  As a result, EA 
considers environmental compliance a material aspect.  
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DISCLOSURE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION EA SECTION PAGE 

103-2 Management Approach and Its 
Components 

Per EA’s risk management programs, EA project 
managers are responsible for managing their projects 
in a manner that ensures environmental compliance.  
We use precautionary principle tenants and 
approaches including risk reviews, field safety audits, 
quality assurance audits, legal reviews, and regularly 
scheduled, detailed project reviews to evaluate ongoing 
work, identify concerns as early as possible to prevent 
impacts, and implement corrective actions, when 
determined to be necessary. 

307-1 Non-Compliance with Environmental 
Laws and Regulations 

EA Performance Toward 2017 
PBC Objectives and Targets 
 
Environmental Compliance 

Throughout Report 
 

24 

GRI 308:  Supplier Environmental Assessment 

103-1 Explanation of the Material Topic and 
Its Boundaries 

Ensuring our suppliers share our commitment to 
sustainability is a material aspect to EA.  Working with 
companies that share sustainability commitments 
lessens EA’s overall impacts across all topic areas and 
standards.  

103-2 Management Approach and Its 
Components 

Supplier Diversity and 
Sustainability 26 

308-1 New Suppliers That Were Screened 
Using Environmental Criteria Procurement 27 

GRI 400:  SOCIETY STANDARDS 
GRI 401:  Employment 

103-1 Explanation of the Material Topic and 
Its Boundaries 

Talent management is a material aspect with respect to 
the EA’s ability to successfully execute work, maintain 
existing institutional knowledge bases, and continue to 
grow our services/offerings.  Loss of talent impacts 
economic performance through costs associated with 
new-hire searches and on-the-job training to orient 
new personnel. 

103-2 Management Approach and Its 
Components 

EA’s desire is to be the 
preferred employer for socially 
conscious professionals 
focusing on recruiting, 
employee engagement, 
professional development and 
incentive programs. 

20-23  
and  
24 

401-1 New Employee Hires and Employee 
Turnover 

Workforce Demographics, 
Diversity, and Turnover 25 

GRI 403:  Occupational Health and Safety 

103-1 
Explanation of the Material Topic and 
Its Boundaries 

The safety of our employees, subcontracted partners, 
clients, and communities will always be our first 
priority. 
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DISCLOSURE NUMBER AND DESCRIPTION EA SECTION PAGE 

103-2 Management Approach and Its 
Components Health and Safety 5 

403-1 
Workers Representation in Formal 
Joint Management-Worker Health and 
Safety Committees 

Health and Safety 5 

403-2 

Types of Injury and Rates of Industry, 
Occupational Diseases, Lost Days, and 
Absenteeism, and Number of Work-
Related Fatalities 

EA’s Safety Statistics for 3-Year 
Period (table) 6 

GRI 404:  Training and Education 

103-1 Explanation of the Material Topic and 
Its Boundaries 

Training and education opportunities for employees 
are inextricably linked to employee engagement and 
are, therefore, material in maintaining EA’s workforce 
and preventing turnover.  

103-2 Management Approach and Its 
Components 

Overarching Human Resources 
and talent management 
programs including Training 
per Employee Annually and 
Percentage of Hours of Paid 
Training per Employee 

24 

404-1 Average Hours of Training per Year 
per Employee 

Training per Employee 
Annually and Percentage of 
Hours of Paid Training per 
Employee 

24 

404-3 Percentage of Employees Receiving 
Regular Performance Reviews 

Workforce Demographics, 
Diversity, and Turnover 25 

GRI 405:  Diversity and Equal Opportunity 

103-1 Explanation of the Material Topic and 
Its Boundaries 

Recognizing the importance of a diverse workforce EA 
has identified Diversity and Equal Opportunity as a 
material topic with the potential to impact general 
employee engagement and turnover.  

103-2 Management Approach and Its 
Components 

Governance Structure and 
Committees  
 
Workforce Demographics, 
Diversity, and Turnover  

2 
 
 

25 405-1 Diversity of Governance Bodies and 
Employees 

GRI 413:  Local Communities 

103-1 Explanation of the Material Topic and 
Its Boundaries 

EA’s commitment to our local communities is the 
foundation of PBC Pillar II – Community Involvement 

103-2 Management Approach and Its 
Components Paid Volunteer Time 43 

413-1 
Operations with Local Community 
Engagement, Impact Assessments, and 
Development Programs 

Pillar II: Community Support 43-45 
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